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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In March 2015, a heritage impact study was prepared for the proposed Carlisle Bay Hyatt hotel 
development. Following a national review as required by the planning approval processes of 
Barbados, this development was approved. A subsequent updated development proposal was 
submitted for approval requiring a new planning approval process and the updating of the 
relevant assessments/impact studies. 

This document presents the updated Heritage Impact Study for the proposed Carlisle Bay Hyatt 
Ziva Hotel development to be located along Bay Street within the world heritage property Historic 
Bridgetown and its Garrison. 

The original study was commissioned in response to a proposal for a 182-room hotel 
development and annex for parking and conference facilities in the Lower Bay Street area, 
Bridgetown, St Michael (the development area). The present updated study is in response to 
changes in the development scope, reflecting a project upgrade to a 388-room development now 
spread to additional sites (extending to Shurland Alley) on the same side of Bay Street. 

The proposed hotel development falls within an ‘opportunity area’ described as having 
underutilised assets and is slated for redevelopment by the Government of Barbados (Pierhead 
Precinct), and so this heritage impact study is also undertaken within this context. 

Although this study did not focus on the historic marine environment, it should be noted that 
Carlisle Bay is home to various shipwrecks which are part of a Marine Natural Heritage 
Conservation Area.  

The original heritage impact study objective remains, that of assessing the likely impact of the 
proposed hotel development on Barbados’ heritage resources located within the development 
area and immediate environs, and specifically the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the 
world heritage property1, as well as elaborating the necessary measures to be undertaken should 
the assessment of impact prove negative. 

The March 2015 study revealed that the historic wall of the formerly ‘listed’ Harbour Police 
Station remained the only visible heritage resource to be directly impacted. The 2015 study also 
mentioned the presence of contemporary structures such as the Fusion restaurant – now 
demolished (see Figure 1). 

 
1 Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison, property inscribed to the World Heritage List in 2011 
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   Figure 1. Contemporary structures on development site (March 2015) 

 

                          

Figure 2. Contemporary structures now demolished (October 2019) 

Should it not be possible for the historic wall to remain in its present location, the requisite 
approvals should be sought for its relocation (dismantled carefully and reconstructed) to another 
location within the development area to remain a part of the site’s historic context. 

With the 2019 updated proposal, the development area has now extended to additional adjacent 
lots on the same side of Bay Street – extending to Shurland Alley. Within this development area 
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is the listed2 Two Bonds warehouse (coral construction), also known as the Liquidation Centre. 
This listed structure would be directly impacted by the proposed development. 

The possibility also exists that additional archaeological remnants may be discovered during 
earth removal. In this case, the appropriate authorities3 should be informed immediately and a 
plan of action defined (i.e. further assessment, more in-depth archaeological survey, watching 
brief, rescue archaeology) for the safeguarding of the properties’ archaeological heritage. 

 

SUMMARY OF PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT DETAILS 

Street Bay Street 

Town and Parish Bridgetown, St Michael 

 

Development Criteria in terms of Part IV Section 20 (1) of the Planning and Development Act (2018) | 
YES/NO 

Carrying out of building, engineering, mining 
or other operations in, on, over or under any 
land, the making of any material change in the 
use of any building or other land or the sub-
division of land  

YES 

Further Development Criteria (cultural heritage) in terms of Section 20 (3) 

Building or engineering operations for or 
involving the demolition or alteration of a 
listed building or other monument or the 
disturbance of a listed site, or involving the 
demolition or alteration of a building in a 
Heritage Conservation Area, constitutes 
development requiring planning permission 

YES - Historic Wall of formerly listed Harbour Police) 
and the Two Bonds Warehouse 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Description  Development of hotel complex 

Project name Carlisle Bay Hyatt Ziva Hotel 

 

IMPACT (NO CHANGE, DIRECT, INDIRECT) 

Heritage resources (general) Direct impact on historic wall (remaining portion) of 
formerly listed building 

Heritage resources (World Heritage property) Direct impact on listed bond warehouse (Two Bonds). 
No direct physical impact on other listed structures 
within the world heritage property 

 
2 List of Buildings of special architectural or historic interest/significance 
3 Barbados Museum and Historical Society, National Conservation Commission, Barbados National Trust and the 
University of the West Indies 
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Social and cultural No change 

Visual (World Heritage property) Impact on the visual setting of the world heritage 
property though not a criterion for inscription. 
Placement of the development on Bay Street is a 
relevant factor 
Direct impact in scale to other buildings listed as part of 
the world heritage property. 

Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the 
World Heritage Property 

No direct impact on the criteria for inscription of the 
property 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

TERMS 

Development area refers to the entire area proposed for development as indicated by the client 
and the relevant project documents 

World Heritage Property or ‘property’ refers to the inscribed World Heritage property of Historic 
Bridgetown and its Garrison, inscribed to the World Heritage List in 2011 

Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) refers to the exceptional values for which a site is inscribed 
to the World Heritage List maintained by UNESCO 

Listed refers to the List of buildings of special architectural or historical interest in the nominated 
property 

ABBREVIATIONS 

OUV  Outstanding Universal Value 

HIA  Heritage Impact Assessment or Study 

TCPD  Town and Country Planning Department 

PDP  Physical Development Plan 

CHA  Cultural Heritage Asset 

CHCA  Cultural Heritage Conservation Area 

LIST OF FIGURES 

Figure 1. Contemporary structures on development site (2015) 

Figure 2. Contemporary structures on development site now demolished (2019) 

Figure 3 - 4. Aerial view with development area indicated 

Figure 5. Layout of the proposed development area 

Figure 6. Harbour Police building 

Figure 7. Historic Wall (Harbour Police) 

Figures 8 - 9. Rendition of the front and back of the proposed development 

Figure 10. Aerial view of development area and environs 

Figures 11 - 12. Contemporary structures and Abandoned car sales/garage demolished 

Figures 13 - 14. Front and Side View of Two Bonds Warehouse 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The proposed development comprises a 388-room all-inclusive resort with private residences, 
slated for construction in the Lower Bay Street area of Bridgetown and located specifically within 
the world heritage property of Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison. The proposed development 
is spread over 4 adjacent lots and will include the following features: 

- Accommodation (388 rooms) 

- 3 building sites of differing height (to include an 18-storey tower) 

- Restaurants and bars 

- Pools and Spa 

- 6 Over water villas 

- Parking 

- Conference facilities 

- Retail market space for local vendors 

Total land space for development is approximately 15.072 sqm. 
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Figures 3 and 4. Aerial view with development area on Bay Street indicated 

 

                                                                                      
Due to the proposed development area being 
within the world heritage property and a 
cultural conservation area, and as per 
Barbados’ commitment to the 1972 World 
Heritage Convention, a heritage impact 
assessment (HIA) study is requested by the 
Town and Country Planning Department 
(TCPD) prior to the granting of development 
approval, in order to determine if the criteria 

that defines and establishes OUV for the inscription of the property, as well as any other 
archaeological resources will be impacted by the proposed development.  

The HIA therefore seeks to determine impacts to known and potential heritage resources within 
the defined area proposed for development.  

This assessment results in a report that identifies heritage resources, provides an evaluation of 
the significance of the resources, outlines any impact proposed development or site alteration 
will have on the resources, and makes recommendations toward conservation methods and or 
mitigated measures that would minimize impacts to those resources. 

 

Arrows indicate structures now demolished; 

red line shows total development area 

Historic Empire Theatre Historic Bethel Methodist 

Church 
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2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The original scope of work included the following: 

1. Provide an informed heritage-related opinion about the proposed development; 
2. Identify heritage resources and existing data and assess their significance; 
3. Identify the possible and likely impact of the proposed development on the Outstanding 

Universal Value (OUV) of the inscribed site – Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison, 
considering its criteria for inscription; 

4. Evaluate the potential impacts of construction, operation and maintenance of the 
proposed development on archaeological, cultural and historical resources within the 
proposed development area specifically, and the inscribed world heritage property as a 
whole; 

5. Recommend mitigation measures to ameliorate any negative impacts  
6. Produce a final technical report to include: 
- A description of the proposed site and development 
- Background research on the site 
- A statement of significance as it relates to the cultural heritage resources 
- A summary of the conditions present at the site and its immediate environs  
- Impact of proposed development 
- Details on how alternatives to changes are being considered (Mitigation strategies) 
- Summary and or conclusions, to include how to manage the presence or absence of 

heritage resources within the context of the proposed development 
 

The subsequent request for updating included sections on Policy and legal framework (5.1), 
Tourism Project Description and Justification (6). It is relevant to note that the policy and legal 
framework are considered as integral components and were included in the 2015 HIA Study. 

To this is added from the PDP Amended (2017) which states that any development, alteration, 
extension or change of land use on or adjacent to the site of a cultural heritage asset will 
require: 

a. A scoped Heritage Impact Statement that identifies any potential impacts related to the 
proposed development on the identified values associated with the asset or described in 
the Barbados Register and appropriate mitigation measures; and 

b. Based on the scoped heritage impact statement, and where the Chief Town Planner 
considers it appropriate, a Heritage Impact Assessment may be required to be submitted 
as part of the development application. 

Section 5.3: Impact Assessments (PDP Amended, 2017) states that heritage impact assessments 
will critically review the development proposal in terms of any impacts compromising the ability 
to protect, restore and celebrate the identified cultural heritage resources. 
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3. REVIEW OF LEGISLATION, POLICY AND STUDIES APPLICABLE TO HERITAGE RESOURCES 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT AREA 
 

A. The Planning and Development Act, 2018 
- Provides the legislative framework for the management of the built environment within 

the inscribed property 
- Part VI speaks to the protection of the cultural and natural heritage (to include Heritage 

Conservation areas) 
- Planning Control with respect to the List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic 

Interest 
- An environmental impact assessment is required for a hotel or resort complex in excess 

of 50 rooms or development within a heritage conservation area or protected area 
 

B. The Barbados National Trust Act, 1961 
Incorporated the Barbados National Trust with the mandate to promote “the 
preservation of places of historic and architectural interest and of ecological 
importance or natural beauty”. The objectives of the Trust are: 

 
- the listing of buildings and monuments of historic and architectural interest and places 

of natural beauty with their animal or plant life; 
- the compilation of a photographic and architectural record of the above; 
- the preservation of chattels of historic or artistic interest; 
- making the public aware of the value and beauty of the island’s heritage as set out 

above; 
- the pursuance of a policy of preservation and acting in an advisory capacity; 
- the acquisition of property for the benefit of the people of Barbados; and 

 
C. National Conservation Commission Act, 2002 

5. (1) The functions of the Commission are:  
-  to conserve the natural beauty, topographic features, historic buildings, sites and 

monuments of Barbados; 
- to remove from any beach, public park or public garden, or from the access thereto, any 

derelict object;  
- to control, maintain and develop the public parks, public gardens and beaches of 

Barbados;  
- to maintain public access to, and to provide a lifeguard service at, such of the beaches of 

Barbados as it thinks fit; 
- to secure the observance of sanitary and cleanly conditions and practices at and in 

respect of the public parks, public gardens and beaches in Barbados and such other 
sites, buildings or monuments of national interest as the Minister may designate; 
 

D. Barbados Museum and Historical Society Act, 1933 
Within the powers accorded to the Society by this legislation, the key functions of the 
agency are the: 
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- management, conservation and interpretation of the heritage; 
- leadership and coordination of museum and exhibition design; 
- development and delivery of community-based, value-focused heritage programming; 
- assessment and documentation of tangible and intangible heritage resources;  
- provision of advisory and support services; and 
- encouragement and institutionalization of professional standards of practice. 

 
E. Integrated Coastal Management Plan for the West and South Coasts of Barbados, 1999 
- Carlisle Bay is a designated Open Space Natural Heritage Conservation Area 

 
F. The Physical Development Plan 2003 (Amended 2017) 
- The PDP provides the practical framework for preserving, protecting and enhancing 

the built heritage within the property and its buffer zone. 
- The PDP is a legally required document which seeks to “provide a vision for the future 

growth and development of the nation by setting out policies to guide relationships 
among land uses, community facilities and physical infrastructure 

- Foster the economic, environmental, physical and social well-being of the residents of 
Barbados. 

- Establish a vision to guide the future form of development with respect to land use and 
environmental management. 

- Guide the future form of development on the island 
- The Bridgetown Community Plan is one component (Section 7) 
- Maintains a List of Cultural Heritage Assets (Appendix C) 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

This study covers the specified development area on Lower Bay Street (Bridgetown) within the 
Bridgetown Cultural Heritage Conservation Area and the inscribed world heritage property. 

Methodology 

Various literature on the history of the development area were reviewed in order to establish the 
historical context of the area and to determine the likelihood of additional archaeological and 
heritage resources. 

The world heritage nomination document for the inscription of Historic Bridgetown and its 
Garrison was also reviewed to assess outstanding significance as outlined by Barbadian 
authorities. The ‘Inventory of Listed Buildings/Cultural Heritage Assets,’ in addition to area maps 
and aerial photographs were also reviewed. 

The Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention4 were also 
reviewed as it relates to impacts on the world heritage property. 

The area to be investigated was identified by the developers by map and site visits. The 
consultant also conducted several surveys (physical walk-through) of the development area and 
revisited the area in October 2019 in response to the need for an updated study. 

Impact was assessed based on that which was visible or might be present at the development 
area, as well as assessed based on criteria established for the outstanding universal value (OUV) 
of the world heritage property, as outlined in its nomination document, as well as the various 
plans in place for the development of the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4 https://whc.unesco.org/en/guidelines/ 

https://whc.unesco.org/en/guidelines/
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5. DESCRIPTION OF SITE, ENVIRONMENT AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 

The proposed development is located in the Lower Bay Street area of Bridgetown.  

 

Figure 5. Layout of the proposed development area 

Within the Bay Street area, and based on Barbados’ Physical Development Plan (amended 2017), 
the following sites are in proximity to the development area and are listed in its Cultural Heritage 
Assets as being a part of the Inventory of Listed Buildings within the UNESCO World Heritage Site 
(dated 2016)5: 

- Bethel Methodist 
- Two Bonds 
- Manning Bond (corner Farnell Alley) 
- Nelson Pharmacy (corner Parfitt Alley) 
- Bamboo Bar (near Jemmotts Lane) 
- Belair Jazz Club 
- Martineau Building (corner Beckwith Street) 
- Bay Gallery 
- Carlisle View 

 
5 http://www.townplanning.gov.bb/pdp/Downloads/files/pdp/X_Appendix%20C%20-%20Heritage%20Assets.pdf 

http://www.townplanning.gov.bb/pdp/Downloads/files/pdp/X_Appendix%20C%20-%20Heritage%20Assets.pdf
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- Orient 
- The Round House 
- Child Care Board 
- Old Eye Hospital 
- Savoy 
- Barbados Light and Power 
- George Washington House 
- Hedy’s 
- Sundale 
- Clifton Terrace No. 1 
- Bay Mansion 
- St Paul’s Anglican Church 
- Harbour Police Station (demolished, historic wall remaining) 

 

During the historic period (1600s onwards), the environs of Bay Street were part of the Bay 
Plantation, which stretched from Carlisle Bay eastwards to Pine Plantation at the junction of 
Collymore Rock and Culloden Road, with the ‘listed’ Bay Mansion remaining today. The land-ward 
side of Bay Street was described as seemingly devoted mainly to agriculture in the early 19th 
century, and much later, an 1895 map of the area indicates a predominance of dwelling houses. 

In the 20th century, the landscape of the Bay Street area was described as changing from a quiet 
residential area in the 1930s to a bustling tourism centre with lower Bay Street focussing on 
commerce. Today, the area is defined by commercial activity, with smaller shops and the popular 
tourist spot Boatyard, in addition to a 2-3 storey residential complex and smaller dwelling houses 
characterising the street-scape of the area. What is evident however, is that the Bay Street area 
has remained as the commercial corridor linking the Garrison and historic Bridgetown. 

Historically, the proposed development site was the location of the Harbour Police (1888 to 
1987), the structure, now demolished, is part of the ‘Inventory of Listed Buildings,’ with its historic 
wall being the only remnant and is representative of the listed property. Prior to the Harbour 
Police, the structure was home to the Hospital of Contagious Diseases (‘Lock Hospital) and was 
constructed in 1869. At the site visit in 2015 the site comprised the abandoned Fusion Restaurant, 
tourist shops, garage and a car show room. All these have since been demolished. 

As indicated, the development area is located within the Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison 
CHCA. In this case, development is permitted within the CHCA when the following is 
demonstrated6: 

1. The proposed development enhances or preserves the values associated with the CHCA 
and defines appropriate mitigation strategies to the satisfaction of the CTP; 

2. It respects the special character and quality of the area through size, design and materials 
in compliance with the Barbados standards and guidelines for the conservation of historic 
places 

 
6 Barbados Physical Development Plan Amended 2017 (Cultural Heritage Conservation Areas) 
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3. Demolition or partial demolition of a property within a CHCA that is listed or contributes 
to the heritage value of the CHCA will not be acceptable unless it can be shown …. that 
the property is structurally unsound and beyond economic repair, that viable alternative 
uses cannot be found, or that there would be substantial benefits to the larger community 

The amended PDP and specifically its Bridgetown Community Plan also states that: 

- the warehouse buildings near the Pierhead and on Bay Street will be retained and 
reused where viable 

- a Heritage Impact Assessment must be completed prior to any development to 
understand the archaeological record on this site. Any mitigation measures will inform 
the development potential of the site 

- Scale of buildings will consider the prominence of the site as a gateway into Bridgetown 
from the South Coast. Views up and down Bay Street will be protected from 
encroachment 

- The height of buildings will not overwhelm views from the north side of the Careenage 

- Heights along Bay Street will be compatible with existing buildings on either side of 
street 

- Taller elements may be appropriate on deep sites, set further away from Bay Street. 

 

 

  Figure 6. Harbour Police building (formerly Hospital of Contagious Diseases) 
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   Figure 7. Historic Wall of the Harbour Police (remnant of the demolished Listed Building) 

 

 

Figure 8. Rendition of the front of the proposed development (Source: Architectural Design Statement) 
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Figure 9. Rendition of the back of the proposed development (Source: Architectural Design Statement) 

Within the wider context, the development area, and the Bay Street area fall within the world 
heritage property of Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison, inscribed in 2011 as one of the ‘earliest 
towns with a fortified port in the Caribbean network of military and maritime-mercantile 
outposts of the British Atlantic,’ and also for its 17th century street layout and its creolized forms 
of architecture (as detailed in its Statement of Outstanding Universal Value – SOUV - below). 

 
STATEMENT OF OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE OF HISTORIC BRIDGETOWN AND ITS 
GARRISON 
 
Brief Synthesis 
 
As one of the earliest established towns with a fortified port in the Caribbean network of military 
and maritime-mercantile outposts of the British Atlantic, Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison 
was the focus of trade-based English expansion in the Americas. By the 17th century, the fortified 
port town was able to establish its importance in the British Atlantic trade and became an 
entrepôt for goods, especially sugar, and enslaved persons destined for Barbados and the rest of 
the Americas. Historic Bridgetown’s irregular settlement patterns and 17th Century street layout 
of an English medieval type, in particular the organic serpentine streets, supported the 
development and transformation of creolized forms of architecture, including Caribbean 
Georgian. Historic Bridgetown’s fortified port spaces were linked along the Bay Street corridor 
from the historic town’s centre to St. Ann’s Garrison. The property’s natural harbour, Carlisle Bay, 
was the first port of call on the trans-Atlantic crossing and was perfectly positioned as the 
launching point for the projection of British imperial power, to defend and expand Britain’s trade 
interests in the region and the Atlantic World. Used as a base for amphibious command and 
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control, the garrison housed the Eastern Caribbean headquarters of the British Army and Navy. 
Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison participated not only in the international trade of goods and 
enslaved persons but also in the transmission of ideas and cultures that characterized the 
developing colonial enterprise in the Atlantic World. 
 
Criterion (ii): Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison had a pivotal role in the development of the 
English colonies in the Atlantic World and was a centre for transmission of ideas concerning 
administration, trade, communications, science, culture and technology in the British Empire. 
While the Garrison can be said to have absorbed military ideas from Europe and transmitted 
them to other areas of the Caribbean, the social stratification of Bridgetown illustrates the 
interchange of several occupational, religious, ethnic, free and enslaved groups; a meeting of 
cultures, which created a hybridized Creole culture in the Anglophone Caribbean. This hybridized 
culture, which did not wholly abandon either European or African ways, lives on in the ways in 
which the urban space functions today. 
 
Criterion (iii): Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison is an exceptional testimony of British colonial 
trade and defence in the Caribbean and the Americas. The historic town has retained its original 
footprint, based on its English medieval serpentine street layout, for almost 400 years, which 
bears exceptional testimony to British town layouts in foreign soil. St. Ann’s Garrison and its 
fortifications, which protected the town and its port, constitute the most complete complex of 
an 18th-19th century British garrison ensemble in the Atlantic World. As an integrated semi-
planned urban landscape, with a strong brick architectural testimony, and a collection of colonial 
warehouses and dock facilities, it has remained essentially unchanged for 200 years, and provides 
an outstanding glimpse into a pivotal period of British imperial rule and culture. 
 
Criterion (iv): St Ann’s Garrison is the earliest type of British navy and army base in the Caribbean 
and in its architectural layout and urban composition influenced later British presence in the 
region. The relation between the Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison is characterized by urban 
and architectural elements, which illustrate the continuous interaction between the commercial 
and military interests that dominated the evolution of functions in the colonial and post-colonial 
space. This is most evident in the tension between military order and economic resourcefulness, 
expressed among other by the Screw Dock, an outstanding but highly vulnerable structure, and 
the 18th and 19th century warehouses, built to withstand hurricanes and other threats in the 
tropical environment. 
 
Integrity 
The property covers the area that reflects the layout of the early town and port in Bridgetown 
and the overall Garrison, with all its historic components. These two elements are linked by a 
narrow strip along Bay Street, which creates the urban relation between the garrison, the city 
and the port. Within Bridgetown, the early 17th century path and road network still forms the 
basis of the organic street layout. The port area has been altered but provides traces to its historic 
use. The Garrison has retained a high percentage of its physical attributes, with exception of the 
naval dockyard, representing a significant era of British colonial military heritage. The basic road 
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network of the garrison has not changed, and its boundary wall remains largely intact, with 
entrances to the site remaining in their original locations. 
 
Authenticity 
Bridgetown’s early serpentine street and alley configuration and the roads in the Garrison retain 
their authentic networks. Both layouts continue in spite of the town’s transformation from a 
maritime-mercantile fortified port town to a contemporary cosmopolitan tropical city which has 
remained the island’s capital and national centre. Although several historic houses in Bridgetown 
have been replaced or restored, a significant number of remaining historic houses, some rapidly 
decaying, significantly contribute to the atmosphere of a historic city and should be conserved. 
Within the Garrison, the main individual barracks and administrative buildings retain a high 
degree of authenticity and continue to provide similar functions as they did during the colonial 
era. Yet, the degree to which the overall garrison can convey its meaning in terms of form. 
------- 

The significance of the Bay Street area is summed up in this line from the above SOUV ‘Historic 
Bridgetown’s fortified port spaces were linked along the Bay Street corridor from the historic 
town’s centre to St. Ann’s Garrison.’ 
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6. DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSED 

The proposed development spreads across 4 adjacent lots. Since the previous study in 2015, 
existing contemporary structures have been demolished. The listed Two Bonds is also slated for 
demolition in addition to Platinum Motors and the widening of Shurland Alley to facilitate 
increased traffic. 

Development will also generate significant removal of earth in order to construct the necessary 
foundations for the proposed multi-storey construction in addition to generating a significant 
amount of dust. The developer has however indicated that a mitigation plan will be put in place 
to address possible dust impacts. 

The development proposes no alteration to the street layout of Historic Bridgetown and proposes 
to set the development back from the street starting with buildings of lower height. 
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7. PICTORIAL OF THE SITE AND ITS ENVIRONS 

            

           Figure 10. Aerial view of development area and environs                                         

       

                         

     Figure 11. Contemporary structures demolished                                                        
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     Figure 12. Abandoned car sales/garage now demolished      

 

             

Figures 13 - 14. Front and side view of the listed Two Bonds Warehouse (slated for demolition in development area)      
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8. ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

As a signatory to the 1972 World Heritage Convention, the Operational Guidelines for the 
implementation of the Convention (Paragraph 172) states that Barbados should inform the World 
Heritage Committee: 

‘of its intention to undertake or to authorize in an area protected under the Convention major 
restorations or new constructions which may affect the Outstanding Universal Value of the property.’ 

This assessment of impact is also considered within the context of the proposed Bridgetown 
Community Plan and specifically its vision for the revitalization and conservation of the Bay Street 
Area. It outlines that: 

1. The existing mix of residential, commercial, entertainment, hotel and institutional uses 
will be encouraged and expanded to fill in vacant lots and repurpose historic buildings; 

2. Redevelopment along Carlisle Bay will consider the historic character of the street and 
its significance to the UNESCO World Heritage Site, and the connection between the 
Core (mercantile and administration) and the Garrison (military) 

3. Views up and down Bay Street will be preserved 

4. Existing views to Carlisle Bay from the street will be preserved and enhanced 

5. The scale of buildings along Bay Street (on both the water and land side) will be 
compatible with the established scale of buildings (two to three storeys). Taller building 
components may be appropriate if set back from Bay Street to preserve views from the 
street. 

 

The proposed development is of a significant scale (though not the first of such developments 
in the area – for example the Hilton Hotel) and will undoubtedly overshadow other historic 
structures in proximity (such as the Empire Theatre and the Bethel Methodist). However, as this 
area is slated for tourism redevelopment, it is likely that any proposed development will 
overshadow other structures. The development proposes being set back from Bay Street (with 
lower heights closer to Bay Street) and if this is followed through, and due to its location on Bay 
Street (coastal and not central), is not expected to significantly impact views along the street 
but will impact views to Carlisle Bay from the street in some areas. It should be noted that this 
view was already impacted with the previously existing structures in the development area 
which have since been demolished. 

 

Impact on heritage resources in the development area: 

A survey of the proposed development site revealed that two historic structures will be impacted: 
the historic wall dating from the 1880s period when the Harbour Police were located at the 
property and the historic Two Bonds warehouse slated for demolition. 

With a history of construction in the development area, it is likely that archaeological heritage on 
or near the surface have already been impacted as the soil would be heavily disturbed. However, 
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due to the nature of this type of construction, requiring significantly deeper foundations, it is 
likely that construction may impact previously undisturbed areas. This could be addressed 
through periodic monitoring in the form of watching briefs by the relevant authorities7. 

Impact on heritage resources in the immediate environs: 

It is not foreseen that development in the study area will directly impact heritage assets in the 
immediate environs. Within the world heritage property, the Empire Theatre and the Bethel 
Methodist Church are closest in proximity to the development area, however as indicated, there 
is no threat to the integrity of these structures. They are however likely to be impacted by dust 
generated by the construction works (to be addressed by developer). Visual impact is also likely 
due to the scale of the hotel. 

Impact on the World Heritage property 

The proposed development directly impacts a listed structure (Two Bonds) within the world 
heritage property. If this historic structure is to be demolished, the World Heritage Committee 
should be notified in advance as this building is part of the building inventory submitted for the 
property. Any action which may impact the OUV of the world heritage property or its state of 
conservation (i.e. demolition of historic listed structures) should be reported in advance as per 
the requirements of Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines of the World Heritage 
Convention. 

An assessment was also undertaken of the criteria that defines outstanding universal value as 
identified in the nomination document, and defined by, for example, the creolized forms of 
architecture, organic street layout, as well as the role of Bay Street in the urban relationship 
between the Garrison, the city and the port, none of which are directly impacted by the proposed 
development: 

Criterion (ii): Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison had a pivotal role in the development of the 
English colonies in the Atlantic World and was a centre for transmission of ideas concerning 
administration, trade, communications, science, culture and technology in the British Empire. 
While the Garrison can be said to have absorbed military ideas from Europe and transmitted 
them to other areas of the Caribbean, the social stratification of Bridgetown illustrates the 
interchange of several occupational, religious, ethnic, free and enslaved groups; a meeting of 
cultures, which created a hybridized Creole culture in the Anglophone Caribbean. This hybridized 
culture, which did not wholly abandon either European or African ways, lives on in the ways in 
which the urban space functions today. 
 
No discernible impact on the functioning of the urban space or creolized architecture. 
Throughout the years, the Bay Street area has been transformed into a combined residential 
and tourism hub, as well as a continuation of the urban relationship established between the 
two components of the property – Historic Bridgetown and the Garrison. This impact is 
primarily on the visual integrity of the setting of the property. 

 
7 Barbados National Trust, Barbados Museum and Historical Society, National Conservation Commission, University 
of the West Indies 
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Criterion (iii): Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison is an exceptional testimony of British colonial 
trade and defence in the Caribbean and the Americas. The historic town has retained its original 
footprint, based on its English medieval serpentine street layout, for almost 400 years, which 
bears exceptional testimony to British town layouts in foreign soil. St. Ann’s Garrison and its 
fortifications, which protected the town and its port, constitute the most complete complex of 
an 18th-19th century British garrison ensemble in the Atlantic World. As an integrated semi-
planned urban landscape, with a strong brick architectural testimony, and a collection of colonial 
warehouses and dock facilities, it has remained essentially unchanged for 200 years, and provides 
an outstanding glimpse into a pivotal period of British imperial rule and culture. 
 
No discernible impact. The proposed development does not impact the ‘original footprint of 
the town’ or the existing historic street layout. There is also no direct impact on the Garrison 
ensemble. 
 
Criterion (iv): St Ann’s Garrison is the earliest type of British navy and army base in the Caribbean 
and in its architectural layout and urban composition influenced later British presence in the 
region. The relation between the Historic Bridgetown and its Garrison is characterized by urban 
and architectural elements, which illustrate the continuous interaction between the commercial 
and military interests that dominated the evolution of functions in the colonial and post-colonial 
space. This is most evident in the tension between military order and economic resourcefulness, 
expressed among other by the Screw Dock, an outstanding but highly vulnerable structure, and 
the 18th and 19th century warehouses, built to withstand hurricanes and other threats in the 
tropical environment. 
 

No impact on the Garrison ensemble and the described architectural elements. 

Impact of proposed development on ‘the urban relationship between the Garrison, the city and 
the port’ 

Bridgetown has been an evolving town since its beginning. The Bay Street area has historically 
contributed to the commercial development of the town and continues to do so today. It is 
further earmarked as an area for further development in the revitalization of Bridgetown. The 
proposed development does not pose a threat to this continued role and should instead 
contribute to continued commercial development of the town. 

Indirect, yet discernible impact is visual in nature and is related to the scale of the proposed 
development, as was the case with previous developments such as the Barbados Hilton and 
Radisson Hotels, and the Tom Adams Financial Centre built in the 1980s. This assessment does 
not consider that the scale of the building will significantly contribute to a deterioration of OUV 
due to the development being coastal (not in the centre of the historic area), set back on Bay 
Street and not directly impacting stated criteria for inscription.  
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The Xi’an Declaration8 on the Conservation of the Setting of Heritage Structures, Sites and Areas 
(ICOMOS, 2005) however speaks to ‘the setting of a heritage structure, site or area as defined as 
the immediate and extended environment that is part of, or contributes to, its significance and 
distinctive character (Article 1)’. The issue of setting for historic sites became prominent with 
developments around the Tower of London in the United Kingdom and has perhaps established 
a precedence with the World Heritage Convention for dealing with historic sites and impacts to 
the visual setting.  

The scale of the proposed development is something which could be discussed further given its 
placement within the inscribed property. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 https://www.icomos.org/xian2005/xian-declaration.htm 

https://www.icomos.org/xian2005/xian-declaration.htm
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1. As further development is proposed within the world heritage property, Barbados should 
inform the World Heritage Committee of its development vision for the property as a 
whole 

2. Also, in relation to further planned development, a local setting or a visual impact study 
should be undertaken for the inscribed property which could inform future development 

3. Construction will directly impact the historic wall (relocation) of the formerly listed 
Harbour Police Station. Should it not be possible for the historic wall to remain in its 
present location, the requisite approvals should be sought for its relocation (dismantled 
carefully and reconstructed under the supervision of qualified personnel) to another 
location within the development area to remain a part of the site’s historic context, and 
remain visible and accessible to the public with appropriate signage 

4. Development will directly impact the Two Bonds sugar warehouse (proposed demolition). 
If it is not possible for this historic building to be incorporated within the proposed 
development, permission will be required for its demolition, and in this case, the World 
Heritage Centre should be informed of this action impacting the submitted inventory of 
the property 

5. While construction directly impacts two known structures, current recommendations 
relating to the historic urban landscape recommend that contemporary interventions fit 
in to the historic pattern and architecture of the area in terms of proportion and design. 
This is not to say that structures must look the same as existing historic building stock, 
however they should be complementary to existing vernacular typology 

6. Should additional archaeological remains be discovered during construction, the 
appropriate authorities should be informed immediately, and a plan of action defined (i.e. 
assessment, watching brief, rescue archaeology) for the safeguarding of this heritage. The 
Amended Physical Development Plan (2017) specifies that archaeological surveys and 
mitigations are at the cost of the project proponent. 

7. Paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World 
Heritage Conventions requires State Parties to inform the World Heritage Committee of 
planned development which may impact the OUV of world heritage properties. 
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ANNEX 1: STATUTORY LIST OF BUILDINGS OF SPECIAL ARCHITECTURAL OR HISTORIC INTEREST 
WITHIN THE NOMINATED SITE (NOMINATION DOCUMENT, 2010) 

1. Snaps 
2. Man Shop 
3. Mustor’s Restaurant 
4. Lynch Insurance Building 
5. Le Bistro and Timex Centre 
6. The Spirit Bond 
7. Dacosta Mall 
8. Butterfield Bank/Goddard’s 

Enterprises 
9. Town Hall Building 
10. St Mary’s Church 
11. Carlisle Bond 
12. Gretna Green residential house 
13. Viola Cot residential house 
14. Mrs Drakes house 
15. St Mary’s Junior School 
16. Scotty’s  
17. Travel House 
18. Queensbury 
19. Thinking Computers 
20. CM Greenidge and Sons 
21. Flame Shop 
22. Liberty Store 
23. Steppers Boutique 
24. Tim’s Restaurant 
25. Mottley House 
26. Central Police Station 
27. Supreme Court 
28. Public Library 
29. Parliament 
30. Jewish Synagogue 
31. Nidhe Israel Jewish Museum 
32. Torch Printery 
33. Shalom Hair and Nails Salon 
34. Island Treasure/Facey Treats 
35. Bell’s Leather Establishment and 

Accessories 
36. Pal-Mal 
37. Sahely’s 
38. Realty Investments 
39. Masonic Lodge 

40. St Michael’s Cathedral 
41. Stratton House 
42. Gitten’s Cozy Nook 
43. Hilton Bar and Restaurant 
44. Grasmere 
45. Alder’s Furniture Depot 
46. Andy’s Bakery and Vegetarian Delhi 
47. DeFreitas and Company 
48. Straughns Garage 
49. Lenville 
50. Harrison’s College 
51. Villa Angela 
52. Rus in Urbe 
53. Harrison’s College (Laboratories) 
54. Queen’s Park House 
55. The Clock House 
56. College Gate 
57. Governor General’s Gate 
58. Bandstand 
59. Ministry of Education 
60. The Grotto 
61. Norma’s Villa 
62. H. Lynch Liquor Store 
63. Club Zanzibar 
64. Maple Leaf Bar 
65. United Bakery 
66. De Last Laff Restaurant 
67. New York Club 
68. Bethel Methodist 
69. Two Bonds 
70. Manning Bond (corner Farnell Alley) 
71. Nelson Pharmacy (corner Parfitt 

Alley) 
72. Bamboo Bar (near Jemmotts Lane) 
73. Belair Jazz Club 
74. Martineau Building (corner Beckwith 

Street) 
75. Bay Gallery 
76. Carlisle View 
77. Orient 
78. The Round House 
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79. Child Care (Welfare) Department 
80. Old Eye Hospital 
81. Savoy 
82. Barbados Light and Power 
83. George Washington House 
84. Hedy’s 
85. Sundale 
86. Clifton Terrace No. 1 Residential 

house 
87. Bay Mansion 
88. St Paul’s Anglican Church 
89. Coniston 
90. Caledon 
91. The Bungalow 
92. Geneva 
93. Block A the Garrison  
94. Block B the Garrison  
95. Block C Annex 
96. The Singles Mess 
97. The Museum Curator’s House 
98. Barbados Museum and Historical 

Society 

99. North Gate 
100. Charles Fort 
101. Monument (Bush Hill) 
102. Main Guard 
103. West India Barracks 
104. Inn Chambers 
105. The Barbados Pavilion 
106. Street Soldier 
107. Horseshoe Manor 
108. Stafford House 
109. Letchworth House 
110. Rafeen  
111. Schimts Gate 
112. The Cookhouse 
113. The Tower Building 
114. Iron Barracks 
115. Stone Barracks 
116. Military Cemetery 
117. St Ann’s Fort 
118. Savannah Lodge 

 

 


